Time-resolved seismic tomography requires that model resolution during different periods is consistent and high. Because the distribution of data (i.e., earthquake hypocenters) differs slightly before and during the 2002-2003 eruption of Mount Etna, a thorough analysis has been conducted to verify the reliability of our results for the three different epochs (pre-eruptive I, pre-eruptive II, and eruptive periods), having first applied the same procedures to the whole data set (data combined for the three periods).
First, we processed the sparse time-dependent data to build three different data sets. Having selected earthquakes with azimuthal gaps less than 120°, we started with location errors of less than 1.0 km and average P-wave (8587) and S-wave (2293) arrivals, balancing the number of events occurring within 2 km by 2 km by 1 km blocks. We checked this balancing a posteriori by analyzing the derivative weight sum (DWS) that evaluates the time spent by rays at every node. Because volumes with similar DWS values possess similar and consistent resolutions, this estimate provides a perceptive measure of the spatial sampling of the model space in the different periods (Fig. 4) .
Second, we analysed the full-resolution matrix for the three inversions: considering diagonal and off-diagonal elements, visually inspecting the averaging vectors, and computing the spread function (SF). Each row of the resolution matrix contains information on how the velocity parameters are estimated. A perfectly resolved node has a compact averaging vector and the resolution is peaked on the diagonal element without important contribution from the off-diagonal elements. The SF provides a measure to what degree the resolution matrix is picked on the diagonal (27). Small SF values indicate good resolution, whereas SF values of the matrix increase logarithmically as the resolution decreases.
To investigate the directional properties of the parameter estimation, each row of the matrix (i.e., the averaging vector) was visualized and a threshold for the acceptable resolution was decided. We contoured the volume where the resolution was 75% of the diagonal element [(28), fig. S1 ].
The resolution was very high for the eruptive period without significant vertical or horizontal smearing, and volumes with 75% of resolution on the diagonal did not encompass adjacent nodes ( fig.  S1 ). The resolution slightly decreased for the two previous epochs. In the central-southern area (in the cross sections at latitudes 37.733°N and 37.715°N; fig. S1 ), where the low anomalies in the P-to Swave velocity ratio (V P /V S ) were located during the eruptive period, the smearing occurred only in the adjacent vertical nodes and did not affect the time resolution. The anomalies in velocity that changed over time were located within volumes with a similar value of SF (<2) and where the resolution of individual nodes was high (during the eruptive period) or smeared on the closer vertical nodes (during the pre-eruptive periods).
Third, we performed several synthetic (restore and fixed geometry) tests to try to reproduce the same a priori pattern during the three epochs. For each epoch, we computed P-and S-wave arrival times through the known synthetic velocity model ( fig. S2 ). We then added random noise equal to 0.15 s, a value much larger than the uncertainty in the experimental data and the final inversion root mean square (RMS) <0.1 s, to investigate a hypothetical worst case scenario for errors that corrupt our data. We considered the source-receiver distribution of each period (which was different due to the differences in earthquake hypocenters) and inverted the synthetic three dimensional (3D) velocity structure, using the same parameterization and control values as for the real data. The synthetic anomalies were different but were continuously reproduced during the three epochs in the wellresolved volume as indicated by the SF (fig. S2 ). The distributions of the different earthquakes for the three epochs, which were characterized by shallower hypocenters during the eruptive period, do not appreciably affect the results. Moreover, during the eruptive periods, we can reproduce the synthetic anomalies over a deeper volume, even if the number of shallow earthquakes is larger.
Restore and spike tests confirmed these results. Accordingly, the 3D V P /V S velocity structures that were recognized during the pre-eruptive and the eruptive periods can be considered well-resolved in the central-eastern part of the study area, to a depth of 4 km. We are confident that the time-resolved change of anomalies is highly reliable. Fig. S1 . West-to-east cross sections for the pre-eruptive and eruptive periods showing the 75% smearing contouring for inverted nodes (crosses) with SF ≤ 2.0. The nodes with SF ≤ 1.50 and with 1.50 < SF ≤ 2.00 are indicated by red and blue crosses and contours, respectively. Black dots indicate nodes that were not inverted or inverted nodes with SF > 2. Table S1 . Summary of the inverted parameters and main results for each dataset. 
